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Abstract

We present a formalism for representing the intentions of
agents engaged in cooperative planning and acting. We fo-
cus on cases where one agent alone cannot accomplish a com-
plex task and must subcontract with other agents. Evolving
intentions over time during the planning and acting, and the
conditions under which an agent can adopt and maintain an
intention, are central. In particular, the time taken to plan
and to subcontract are modeled explicitly in the logic. This
explicit time-representation is used to account for the time it
takes an agent to adopt an intention. We use a syntactic ap-
proach presenting a formal logical calculus that can be re-
garded as a meta-logic that describes the reasoning and activ-
ities of the agents. We write some of the axioms of this meta-
language and explain the minimal model semantics, in which
one model, the intended model, represents the actual beliefs,
intentions, and actions of the agents. We also prove several re-
sults showing that under the appropriate conditions the agents
will act as expected.

Introduction
In this paper we argue that to properly understand computa-
tional models of intentions, especially in the context of multi-
agent cooperative behavior, it is very useful to have a formal
meta-theory of that behavior; and we present such a theory
as well.

Logic plays at least two roles here. First, since much of
what an agent must do is use its existing information to help
it decide what to do, then the agent itself is employing pro-
cesses for drawing conclusions, and is then using its own in-
ternal logic. Second, our own analysis of an agent’s behavior
can be made precise by a meta-logic in which we describe
– and prove theorems about – the agent. For instance, an
agent may know that another agent can perform action a, and
that if a is performed then B will be true. The first agent
may then conclude that, in order to make B true, it should
ask the second agent to do a. This conclusion is in effect
a use of modus ponens on the part of the first agent. If we
have designed the agent so that it will always use Modus Po-
nens in such situations, then we can formulate that behavior
as a meta-axiom and use it to prove general results about the
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agent. Whether B will become true in the above depends, in
part, on whether the second agent cooperates with the first. In
this paper we assume all agents to be cooperative; giving this
requirement a formal characterization involves the notion of
intention. We require an agent to adopt a potential intention
to perform an action if it is asked to do so. This then becomes
a (real) intention if other conditions, to be described below,
are met as well.

Our work differs from others in its use of a meta-theory
of intentions and of an evolving notion of time that al-
lows agents to reason about genuinely-approaching dead-
lines. Thus we view the reasoning of agents as ongoing pro-
cesses rather than as fixed sets of conclusions. This rea-
soning involves rapidly evolving sets of beliefs and inten-
tions, and is governed in part by formal rules of inference.
We model beliefs and intentions in a formal logical calculus
that can be regarded as a meta-logic describing an actual on-
board agent logic that evolves in (and takes account of) that
same passage of time. This is a style of formal representation
that departs from traditional temporal logics in that there is
an internally evolving notion of time that the logic must keep
track of.

Our approach utilizes a strongly sorted calculus, distin-
guishing the application language, time, and various syntac-
tic sorts. This allows for useful and intuitively natural char-
acterizations of such agents’ reasoning abilities. We provide
formal tools for representing agent intentions and methods
for reasoning with and about such intentions, especially in
the context of cooperative actions. We focus on cases where
one agent alone cannot accomplish a complex task and must
subcontract with other agents.

One of the scenarios that we have considered for an ex-
ample is that of a software agent personal assistant. Sup-
pose that you need plans to get to the airport to catch your
flight later today but are busy with other things. So you ask
this assistant, named PAT, to make arrangements to get you
to the airport on time. PAT may not be fully expert in web
searches, for instance, but it knows what to do: contact what-
ever expert agents are needed to assist it in the details, so
that you can catch your flight. PAT breaks down this assign-
ment into several parts: determine likely means of transport,
how to arrange them, etc. Among PAT’s concerns are tem-
poral ones: it needs to find out information and arrange for
the transportation within a reasonable period of time. This



means not only knowing how soon you need to be at the air-
port, but also how quickly the various subtasks can be done,
including ones done by auxiliary agents such as specialized
web search agents and telephone agents. In the next sections
we will use this example for illustration purposes.

Languages for Reasoning By and About Agents

In our framework we find it useful to introduce three related
languages. The first language, LS , is the language of the sub-
ject matter, that is, the subject that the agents reason about:
e.g. web searches. The second language, LA, is the “agent”
language. This includes the subject matter language, but also
has additional symbols allowing assertions about what some
particular agent may believe at a given moment; this allows
an agent to reason about another agent, for instance in de-
ciding whether to ask another agent to perform some sub-
task based on what that other agent believes. (We assume
that there is a public database with – possibly fallible – infor-
mation about agent abilities.) The third language, LM , is the
meta-language used by us – as observers – to reason about
the agents.

The meta-language, LM , must be powerful enough to
characterize agent behavior quite generally. For instance, in
our meta-language we can write the statement that an agent
always applies Modus Ponens, when that is possible. This,
taken as an axiom, would assert that the agents are pro-
grammed to apply Modus Ponens; that is an aspect of their
behavior. Thus, while the agent language, LA, must allow
for the expression of the formulas A, A implies B, and B, still
an agent does not in general have the meta-rule such as ”I ap-
ply Modus Ponens whenever I can,” even if that happens to
be true (and expressed in the meta-language).

In other approaches to the issue of agent reasoning, often
logical omniscience is assumed. We think that our approach,
where rules are applied over time is a more realistic way to
model agent beliefs.

Agent Beliefs and Intentions

Because of our emphasis on changing knowledge over time,
agents need to know the present time. Also, in our frame-
work agents have introspection capabilities. By this we
mean that one of the agent’s beliefs may be that it believed or
did not believe something at a different time. There are two
types of introspection: positive and negative. An example of
positive introspection is if an agent believed some fact (rep-
resented by a formula) at time t, it will then believe at time
t + 1 that it believed that fact at time t. This way an agent
can reason about its own or another agent’s beliefs over time.
Suppose now that at time t the agent is considering but does
not believe a particular possible fact A (that is, A is not in its
database). Then at the next time value, t + 1, it will believe
(know) by negative introspection that it did not believe A at
time t.

Another important capability of an agent is the inheritance
of beliefs. The idea is that if an agent believes some fact A
and does not believe something contradictory to it (that is,
notA), it will continue to believe A. There are exceptions to
inheritance. Things that are changing, such as the location

of a moving object, should not be inherited. A fact involv-
ing the Now predicate is not inherited, because if the agent
believes that the time now is t, it should not continue this be-
lief at time t + 1.

We have found it useful also to add axioms concerning the
cooperation of agents. So for example if an agent ”tells” an-
other agent a fact, the second agent will add that fact to its
database of beliefs. This assumes that agents are trustwor-
thy. Agents may also be helpful to other agents by answering
each other’s questions. Note that of course there can be non-
trustworthy agents, and that this is a major topic of research
(see a survey in (Kraus 2001)). But here we focus on fully
cooperative (and nonforgetful) agents.

The exact definition of intentions may be necessary for co-
operation. For example, an agent needs to know how to inter-
pret a belief that its partner has adopted an intention to do the
given action: does this mean the action will indeed be per-
formed by that partner if the partner is able? Thus, it is im-
portant to formally define (a) what are the minimal require-
ments that are needed for an agent to adopt an intention; (b)
how an agent’s intentions change over time (and what are the
occasions when an agent will drop an intention); (c) what are
the reasoning processes that the agent will perform when it
adopts an intention; and (d) what are the actions that an agent
will perform when it adopts an intention.

We define a notion of “potential” intention that means
roughly that the agent has been given a task and is determin-
ing whether it can do it (perhaps with help). We reserve “in-
tention” for the situation in which the agent has determined
that it can do the task (perhaps with help) and in that case it
will indeed attempt to carry out the task, unless in the mean-
time it has dropped that intention because (a) it is told to drop
it; or (b) it is given another task that conflicts with the first
one and which is assigned higher preference; or (c) the world
changes and it finds that it can no longer do the task (perhaps
because a subcontracting agent cannot do its part).

In the context of collaboration, it is also important to de-
cide whether an agent can have intentions that another agent
will perform an action. In our model, an agent can’t intend
directly that another agent will do an action; however, its
plan for doing a, that is motivated by the intention to do a,
may include the intentions of other agents.

We use the term “recipe for action a” (Pollack 1990)
to refer to a specification of a set of actions, the doing of
which constitutes performance of a. The subsidiary actions
b1, b2, .. in the recipe for action a, which are also referred to
as subacts or subactions of a, may either be basic actions or
complex actions. Basic actions are done by primitive acts by
agents that can do them. Thus, the general situation is illus-
trated in the tree of Figure 1. Here an agent is given task a1,
which has a recipe shown in the tree, i.e. to do a1, it is suf-
ficient to do b1,b2,b3 (in that order) and b1 can be done by
doing c1 and c2, etc. The leaves are the “basic” actions If an
agent cannot do all the actions for a recipe, it then may sub-
contract some of them to other agents.

Sorted Language for Agent Intention
In this section we introduce the main predicates that we use
in our work in the meta-language to characterize agent inten-



Figure 1: An example of a recipe tree.

tions. For each predicate we explain the use of the different
attributes. We use a sorted language for comprehensibility
and convenience so that, for example, agent names and times
(for both of which we use positive integers) cannot be con-
fused. Since the language is sorted, we use a convention for
variables of different sort, namely t,i,j,k for time; m,n for
agent names, a,b,c for actions, and r for recipes. As needed,
e is used for the null element.

We start with the two predicates for intention: PotInt and
Int, as well as AskedToDo (ATD). Basically, PotInt rep-
resents a potential intention for an agent asked to perform an
action. Under certain conditions PotInt will become Int.

The context keeps track of the tree structure of the recipe
used so that when an agent has a potential intention or an in-
tention for an action, the context of the action, if there is one,
is the parent node in the tree. For instance, in the example
given in the Introduction, the context for c2 would be b1 as-
suming that the potential intention or intention is for the same
agent. For the root node, a1, the context is the null action e.
Also, if c2 is the potential intention or intention of an agent
requested to do c2 by another agent, the context is also the
null action, but the requesting agent is also indicated.

ATD(t, n, m, a, t′) - At time t agent n asks agent m to do
action a at time t′.

This predicate is used both by the agent’s owner who asks
an agent to do a task, as well as by other agents as they re-
quest one another to do various tasks for them: this is sub-
contracting. There are two times involved, the time of the
asking and the time that the action needs to be done. This will
also be the case for several other predicates. In the exam-
ple given above, writing aat for “arrange airport transporta-
tion”, we could write ATD(14 : 30 : 00, e, PAT, aat, 17 :
00 : 00) to indicate that the owner (null agent) asked PAT (in
the axioms we will assume for convenience that each agent
is referred to by a number) at 2:30PM to arrange for airport
transportation at 5PM.

PotInt(t, m, n, b, a, t′) -At time t agent m directly assist-
ing agent n has the potential intention to do action b in the
context of action a at time t′.

When PAT is asked to arrange the airport transportation, it
adopts a potential intention to do this task at the next time pe-
riod. Assuming that a time period is one second, we will have
PotInt(14 : 30 : 01, PAT, e, aat, e, 17 : 00 : 00) indi-
cating that PAT will have a potential intention to arrange for
airport transportation at 5PM. The task is done for the owner
(hence the first e) and the arrange action is not a subaction in
the context of another action (hence the second e).

Int(t, m, n, b, a, t′) - At time t agent m directly assisting
agent n has the intention to do action b in the context of action

a at time t′.
In our example, if PAT or its assistants will adopt all the

needed intentions to arrange for airport transportation, say
at time 14:35:00, then in the next time period it will have
Int(14 : 35 : 01, PAT, e, aat, e, 17 : 00 : 00).

We distinguish between basic level actions that can be per-
formed without planning and complex actions that consist of
several actions. These actions are specified in a recipe. The
actions in a recipe may themselves be complex. BL(a) in-
dicates that action a is basic level. Rec(a, r) means that for
action a, r is the chosen recipe (not dealing with multiple
recipes at this time). Mem(r, b, i, j, k) means that in recipe
r, b is the i’th subaction starting at relative time j and ending
at relative time k (i.e. relative to the time at the beginning of
the action). These predicates do not involve time in the sense
of the previous predicates, because they refer to facts that are
considered true for every time period.

In the next group we deal with other relevant concepts
about agents: their beliefs, abilities to do actions, and means
of communication with other agents. Bel(t, n, f) means that
at time t agent n believes the statement expressed by for-
mula f . CanDo(t, n, a) indicates that at time t agent n can
do (or at least start) action a. Tell(t, n, m, f) means that at
time t agent n tells agent m the statement expressed by the
formula f . The formulas are the formulas of the agent lan-
guage, LA. These are the formulas that are meaningful to the
agents. Each such formula has a name (its quoted version) in
the meta-language LM .

Finally we write the predicates that deal with the agents
actually doing the actions, the initialization and completions
of an action. Ini(t, m, n, a) means that at time t agent m
assisting agent n initiates action a. Done(t, a) means that at
time t action a has just been done.

Axioms of the Metalanguage
We present a theory T over LM which consists of the axiom
schemas that describe the desired intentions and behaviour of
a team of cooperative agents and how their intentions change
over time. We do not present any of the basic axioms of
beliefs, time etc. that are given in (Grant, Kraus, & Perlis
2000). We also do not present the entire set of 17 axioms for
intentions, but rather only about half of them to illustrate im-
portant concepts. First we sketch the general scenario for the
agent potential intentions, intentions, subcontracting and do-
ing actions.

When an agent is asked to do an action a at a particular
time, in the next time period it adopts a potential-intention
to do it. If the agent believes that it can do the action a, then
in the basic level case, in the next time period it will adopt an
intention to do it. In the case of a complex action, it will look
for a recipe and in the next time period will adopt potential
intentions for all the first-level subactions of the recipe. If af-
ter adopting a potential intention the agent comes to believe
that it can’t do the action a, in the next time period it will ask
another agent, that it believes can do a, to do a

If at a particular time period an agent has a potential inten-
tion to do a complex action, it will adopt in the next time pe-
riod an intention to do the action if for each subaction in the

a1

b2 b3b1

c1 c3 d1 d2c2



recipe it either adopted an intention to do it or it has found an-
other agent with an intention to do it. This process of check-
ing the needed intentions and beliefs and the adopting of an
intention will be repeated while the agent still has the po-
tential intention. Each request to perform an action has a
time associated with it. If all the needed intentions have been
adopted for an action, then at the associated time the agent
will initiate it. The initiations will lead to the performance
of all the basic actions in the recipe tree of the action at the
appropriate times, assuming that the agents can actually do
the actions.

We start with a group of axioms that involves the adop-
tion of intentions by the agents. Then we will discuss the ax-
ioms involving the agents doing the actual actions. We will
conclude by discussing axioms of inheritance. All the vari-
ables that are not written with existential quantification are
assumed to be universal quantified. All the axioms have the
same form of α → β and typically the time of α is t and
the time of β is t + 1. This is because the axioms character-
ize the way the mental state of the agent and the state of the
world change over time. This way we capture the property
that agent reasoning, planning, and actions take time.

We present here three of the axioms of the adoption of in-
tentions group. The first axiom deals with subcontracting an
action to one of the agents that can do it. This happens when
an agent has a potential intention to do an action, but does
not believe that it can do it. Unless it will ask another agent,
this potential intention will not become an intention. The an-
tecedents of this axiom are that the agent has a potential in-
tention to do an action and does not believe that it can do it
and believes that agent m is the ”first” agent that can do it
and it has not previously asked m to do it. The consequence
is that the agent will ask m to do the action.

PotInt(t, n, n′, b, a, t′) & ¬Bel(t, n, ”CanDo(t′, n, b)”) &
Bel(t, n, ”CanDo(t′, m, b)”) &
(Bel(t, n, ”CanDo(t′, m′, b)”) → m ≤ m′) &
(t” < t → ¬ATD(t”, n, m, b, t′)) & t + 1 < t′

→ ATD(t + 1, n, m, b, t′)

The second axiom states that when an agent gets an intention
to do an action for another agent, it instantaneously tells this
to the other agent.

Int(t, m, n, b, a, t′) → Tell(t, m, n, ”Int(t, m, n, b, a, t′)”)

The third axiom shows how potential intention becomes in-
tention. If an agent has a potential intention to do an action
and believes that it can do the action (possibly with help) and
if each subaction in the recipe is either intended by the agent
or an assisting agent, then in the next time period the agent
will have the intention to do the action. This means that if
an agent adopts an intention for a complex action, all the ba-
sic level actions in the recipe tree must already have been in-
tended by this or some assisting agents. We take into account
the time it takes to go down (adopting potential intentions)
and up (adopting intentions) in the recipe tree. Additional

time is needed for communication between agents.
PotInt(t, n, n′, b, a, t′) & Bel(t, n, ”CanDo(t′, n, b)”) &
Rec(b, r) & t + 1 < t′ &
Mem(c, r, i, j, k)&(Int(t, n, n′, c, b, t′ + j) ∨

∃mTell(t, m, n, ”Int(t, m, n, c, e, t′ + j)”))
→ Int(t + 1, n, n′, b, a, t′)

Next we present three axioms involving agents doing ac-
tions. The first shows how the root of the recipe tree is ini-
tiated. When a basic level action is initiated by an agent, it
gets done in one time period if the agent can do it. For a com-
plex action, the agent must start by initiating the root of the
recipe tree. Each node will have to be initiated in turn. Sev-
eral agents may be involved in doing various subactions. We
use the initiation of complex actions as a bookkeeping device
to make sure that all the subactions get done at the proper
time and in the right order.

The first axiom of this group is the initiation of the root ac-
tion. If an agent has the intention for the root action starting
at the next time step, it will initiate it.

Int(t, n, e, a, e, t + 1) → Ini(t + 1, n, e, a)
If an action is the first subaction of a complex (sub)action,

the agent doing the action will initiate it. A later subaction
will be initiated by the agent or an assisting agent after all
the previous subactions have been done. The second axiom
shows that if the previous subaction was done at the right
time and the agent doing the action has an assisting second
agent intending to do the subaction, then this second agent
will initiate the next subaction.
Ini(t, m, n, a) & Rec(a, r) & Mem(r, b, i + 1, j′, k′) &
Mem(r, c, i, j, k) & Done(t + k, c) &
Int(t + j − 1, m′, m, c, e, t + j)

→ Ini(t + j, m′, m, c)
The third axiom of this group considers the performance of
a basic level action. If an agent initiates a basic level action
at time t and can do it, then it will get done at time t+1.

BL(a) & Ini(t, m, n, a) & CanDo(t, m, a)
→ Done(t + 1, a)

A complex action is done when all its subactions are done.
The third group of axioms involves the inheritance of vari-

ous mental states and activity formulas. We need inheritance
because of our explicit representation of time. Each formula
is associated with a specific time. Being true at a given time
does not necessarily mean that the formula will continue to
be true in the next time period. That is accomplished by
the inheritance axioms that specify explicitly which formulas
and under which conditions will be inherited from one time
period to the other. Intentions are not inherited. Before con-
tinuing to hold an intention, an agent must check that all the
conditions of having an intention are still valid, as specified
in one of the axioms above. In addition to inheriting the po-
tential intentions of a complex action, an agent also adopts
potential intentions of the action’s subactions (given below).
Initiation of a given action is not inherited by itself, but rather
by the initiation of its subactions in the proper order and the
proper time.
PotInt(t, m, n, b, a, t′) & Bel(t, m, ”CanDo(t′, m, b)”) &
Rec(b, r) & Mem(r, c, i, j, k) & t + 1 < t′

→ PotInt(t + 1, m, e, c, b, t′ + j)



Minimal Model Semantics
The axioms of the meta-theory can be shown to be consis-
tent by constructing a model for them. In general, there will
be many models for such a first-order theory that have only
a tenuous relationship to the application of our interest. In
fact, we are interested only in one model, the intended model
that represents as its true formulas the actual beliefs, inten-
tions, and actions of the agents as these change over time.
The first restriction is to consider only Herbrand models, i.e.
models that contain only elements that are ground terms of
LM . The second restriction is to consider only minimal mod-
els where we minimize each predicate for one time period at
a time starting with 0 and then proceeding by induction on
time. Because of the structure of the axioms, there will be
only one such model. This construction is based on the con-
struction of the unique perfect model of a locally stratified
theory in logic programming. See (Grant, Kraus, & Perlis
2000) for details.

In order to have a sharp sense of how our agents behave,
we simply define them to be processes that behave as in this
unique minimal model. This has the desired effect of pro-
viding certain converses of the axioms as true statements in
this model. In effect we are making a an assumption of com-
plete information (akin to a closed-world assumption) about
agent behavior; for example an agent comes to have a par-
ticular potential intention at time t, if and only if our axioms
require that agent to have that potential intention at that time.
This is a restriction of sorts; after all, much of commonsense
reasoning involves situations that are usually taken to be too
complex to fully axiomatize. But our view is to suppose that
the complexities primarily arise from the external world and
that the agent behaviors are completely characterized by the
axioms, once the external inputs are given.

By studying the minimal model under certain initial con-
ditions and known facts about agent beliefs and abilities and
the structure of recipes, we can prove various results. The
proofs consist of tracing the steps of the agents over time in
the model. We include three results here: two positive, one
negative. The two theorems show that if there is “enough”
time allowed for planning a complex action all of whose sub-
actions a single agent can do (Theorem 1) or subcontract
some to other agents (Theorem 2), then the agent will do
it. The Proposition shows that if one basic level action in
the recipe of a complex action cannot be done by any agent,
then no agent will get the intention to do the complex action.
There are some models of the meta-theory where this result
fails, but it is true in the intended model.

Theorem 1 Suppose an agent is asked at time t to do an ac-
tion a starting at time t + s, and suppose that the recipe tree
for a has v levels and takes k units of time, where s > 2v+2.
Further suppose the agent believes that it can do each sub-
action (at the needed time) itself, and that it in fact can do
them. Then the agent will complete the task at time t+s+k.

Proof Sketch:
We show the key formulas (abbreviated leaving out agent

names and time) that become true as time changes. We do not
show the inherited formulas but add some comments about

them at the end. We also do not show other true formulas,
such as BL(z1), that are assumed to hold for all times.

t ATD(a)
t+1 PotInt(a)
t+2 PotInt(b1), PotInt(b2), ... the children node of a

...

t+v+1 PotInt(z1), PotInt(z2), ... the nodes at the bottom
level

t+v+2 Int(z1), Int(z2), ...

...

t+2v+1 Int(b1), Int(b2), ...

t+2v+2 Int(a)
...

t+s Ini(a)
t+s+1 Ini(b1)
... The times for the Ini and Done of the nodes depend on the

tree structure

t+s+k Done(a)
We note that PotInt(a) will actually hold starting at time t
and ending at time t + s − 1. In fact, in this case all the po-
tential intentions and intentions will hold from their earliest
time as indicated above (e.g. t+2 for PotInt(b1), t+v +2
for Int(z1)) until t+s′−1, where the subaction is supposed
to be done at time t+ s′. The theorem below generalizes the
earlier one to the case of multiple agents.

Theorem 2 Suppose an agent is asked at time t to do an ac-
tion a starting at time t + s, and suppose that the recipe tree
for a has v levels and takes k units of time, where s > 4v+4.
Further suppose the agent for each subaction either believes
that it can do it or can successfully subcontract it to another
agent that believes that it can do it (at the needed time), and
in fact the intending agent can do the action or subaction.
Then the agent, with the assistance of the subcontracting
agents will complete the task at time t + s + k.

In this case two time periods must be added at each level
for possibly asking another agent to do a task and waiting for
the agent to get a potential intention for it.

Proposition 1 If there is a basic level action b in the recipe
for a that no agent believes that it can do, then no agent will
get an intention to do a.

Related Work
Intentions in the context of SharedPlans were studied in
(Grosz & Kraus 1996), but no formal semantics were given.
Our starting point in this paper was the axioms presented by
Grosz and Kraus but our requirements for an agent having
an intention is much stronger than those presented in (Grosz
& Kraus 1996). There, an agent may have an intention also
when having a partial plan. For example, the agent may have
only partial knowledge about a recipe, but a plan how to com-
plete it; it may have only potential intentions toward sub-
actions. In order for the agent to have an intention, we re-
quire that it have a full detailed plan to do the action and that



it has adopted the appropriate intentions and beliefs. These
requirements enable us to formally prove various properties
about agent intentions and actions.

Since the definition of Int in our model is much stronger
than the Int.To of SharedPlans, the PotInt predicate of
our model plays a more important role in the agent’s reason-
ing than the Pot.Int.To does in (Grosz & Kraus 1996). In
(Grosz & Kraus 1996) Pot.Int.To is used only as an inter-
mediate operator until Int.To is adopted. In our model the
PotInt is kept for the duration of the agent’s need for the
associated intention and is used during the planning and for
continuous verification of the minimal requirements for hav-
ing the intention.

The SharedPlan model of collaborative planning uses the
mental state model of plans (Pollack 1990). Bratman (Brat-
man 1987) also argues for a mental-state view of plans, em-
phasizing the importance of intentions to plans. He argues
that intentions to do an action play three roles in rational ac-
tion: having an intention to do an action constrains the other
intentions an agent may adopt, focuses means-ends reason-
ing, and guides replanning. These roles are even more im-
portant for collaborative activity than for individual activity.
In our model Int and PotInt play these roles.

(Castelfranchi 1995) studies the notion of intention for de-
scribing and understanding the activities of groups and orga-
nizations in the context of improving the exchange between
AI and social and management approaches to cooperative
work. His motivation is different from our aim of developing
a formal logic of beliefs and intentions.

There were several attempts to develop possible worlds
semantics for intentions (Konolige & Pollack 1993; Cohen &
Levesque 1990; Kraus, Sycara, & Evenchik 1998; Kumar et
al. 2000; Wooldridge 2000). Some problems arise with these
attempts such as that in most of them intentions are closed
under Modus Ponens or under logical equivalence and that
the relations between the action’s recipe and the intention are
not well defined. Using a syntactic approach provides more
freedom in modeling the way agents’ intentions change over
time. See (Wooldridge 2000) for an excellent survey. An
interesting dual treatment of agents that, like ours, has both
an agent language (“first-person account”) (Giacomo et al.
2002) and a meta language (“third-person account”) (Lesper-
ance 2001), uses the Golog family of languages based on the
situation-calculus. Those papers (unlike our own) are more
focussed on knowledge conditions than on intentions, and
also do not take time-taken-to-plan into account.

Summary and Future Work
We presented a formal logical calculus that can be regarded
as a meta-logic that describes the reasoning and activities of
agents. The explicit representation of evolving time is an
important feature of this approach. We dealt with the case
where agents are assigned tasks for which a recipe is known.
Recipes have a tree structure. An agent may subcontract
some of the actions/subactions to other agents. Our empha-
sis is on developing a framework that models the beliefs, in-
tentions, and actions of agents as they change over time. We
present a syntactic approach and propose a minimal model
semantics. Using this semantics, rather than possible world

semantics, allows us to model agents activity more realisti-
cally and to prove several results to show that under the ap-
propriate conditions the agents will act as desired.

We plan to extend this work in several ways. At present
we have results only for strongly positive (agents always
successfully subcontract actions/subactions and their beliefs
about their activities are correct) and strongly negative (there
is a subaction that no agent can do) cases. We will consider
more complex situations. Also we have assumed that each
task has only one recipe and so will deal with the case of
multiple recipes. Additionally we will deal with agents do-
ing subactions in parallel and situations where agents have
SharedPlans (and not only subcontract actions).
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